Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Fri. 27 May 2022
Compiled Fri. 27 May 2022 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret,
Journalist, Author: ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her
twenty two multiple personalities.‖

World War III Nuclear Scare Event Incoming

William Combes,
Eyewitness to incinerated children, Kamloops Catholic "Indian Residential School."
Early in March 2008, William Combes gathered with other Canadian Death Camp Survivors in
the Catholic Church office in downtown Vancouver. William stood in the floodlight glare of a
CBC TV camera and quietly described the bodies of children he helped bury in the orchard of
the Kamloops Catholic "Indian Residential School."
Kamloops was the same school in British Columbia where on 10 Oct. 1964 ten native children
disappeared with Queen Elizabeth and Prince Phillip, their parents never to see them again:
http://beforeitsnews.com/celebrities/2018/06/queen-elizabeth-vatican-canadian-governmentmurdering-witnesses-to-child-murders-2475410.html
Combes‘ next words provoke gasps of horror, even from the street-hardened Indians standing
around him. "I didn't know what the smell was, what burning flesh smelled like. But they kept
those furnaces in the school burning twenty-four seven. I saw Brother Murphy and a nun shove
those little bodies in there and they burned them up."
William's words were never televised. But regardless, he was so happy and proud that day
because he had overcome his demons to tell the truth. And that glimmer in him endured, even to
the day that he was killed by arsenic poisoning in St. Paul's hospital. …Kevin Annett
Tune in this Sunday May 29 for more on the over 500,000 Native Children who went missing
from 80 mainly Canadian Government-Catholic owned Residential Schools across Canada,
on www.bbsradio.com/herewestand at 6pm EST.

“You Raise Me Up”
Men of the Tabernacle Choir
https://youtu.be/DSb3m9bNWkA

“Dashed Dreams and Restored Hope”
March 13, 2022- #4826 Music & the Spoken Word (thetabernaclechoir.org)
What was once lost can be found, and what was once great can be made great again with
Courage, Renewal and Hope. Always Hope.
Judy Note: World War III Nuclear Scare Event imminent. Prepare for massive Cyber Attacks.
Think Emergency Broadcast System.
A. Global Currency Reset Update:










Thurs. 26 May Bruce: Multiple sources have confirmed that Notification for Bond
Holders and Tier 4B could go out the evening of Mon. 30 May and be in our emails on
Tues. 31 May morning, with accounts liquid by Wed. 1 June.
Thurs. 26 May MarkZ: Redemption Center personnel were hearing they would start
Tier 4B exchanges/redemption on Wed. 1 June 2022.
The gold-backed Chinese Yuan has replaced the fiat US Dollar as the world‘s reserve
currency.
On Thurs. 11 May the Global Currency Reset was activated according to Q and Trump.
The King Pin of the GCR – the Iraqi Dinar – has been removed from the International
Sanction‘s List and Iraq has been told they could revalue their Dinar at any time.
According to Charlie Ward, on Fri. 20 May the tokens were issued and banks were
given liquidity in the new financial system. Funds would be available to the General
Public somewhere around the end of May to the beginning of June.
Judy Reminder: No one, and I mean Absolutely No One knows the exact time and date
that the codes will be entered for notification of Tier 4B (us, the Internet Group) to set
redemption/ exchange appointments. That would be decided from calculations of the
Military Quantum Computer and based upon concerns for safety of The People. Trust the
Plan.

B. Thurs. 26 May 2022 The Big Call, Bruce: Thebigcall.net 667-770-1866 pin123456#






As of Wed. 25 May 1:00 EST all countries have connected to the Quantum Financial
System.
The majority of Tier 3 Banks would be Basel 3 Compliant as of this weekend.
Some countries were not yet asset-backed, but were required to be by Mon. 30 May.
Bond Holder accounts and Tier 4B would be liquid by June 1 2022.
Multiple sources have confirmed that Notification for Bond Holders and Tier 4B could
go out the evening of Mon. 30 May and be in our emails on Tues. 31 May morning.

C. Restored Republic Update: On Tues. 17 May, 2022 a Constitutional Convention of 39 US
States was held in Washington DC, where US Inc was declared officially dead and the US

Republic was Restored to principles of the original Constitution. Ten states had decided not to
participate, while Hawaii has decided to revert to their original sovereign status as the Kingdom
of Hawaii.
D. Whiplash347, Q:








C19 Narrative kill date: Election Day +1
Prepare for Zero-day [massive cyber-power] attacks [attempts] on 11.4.
Zero Day = Mass Cyber Attacks to shut everything down before DECLAS 11.4
Unclassified Setting Monitored & Analyzed in RT. Then 2nd drop on Zero Day
Everything will go to 0 for 3 days including LOBSTR.
Countermeasures in place: Think Emergency Alert System, White House controlled RT
News website and video stream platform.
Should this occur, immediate steps will be taken to classify each as 'Public Utility'
(essential public services) to gain appropriate government regulation control.

E. Real News Headlines for Thurs. 26 May 2022:














Horrors on Hunter Biden Laptop, Giuliani: https://youtu.be/8p9n7bmp4VE
CIA MKUltra Mind Control https://everydaykhaos.substack.com/p/mk-ultra-mindcontrol-cia-lsd-and?s=r
World War Nuclear Scare Event Incoming.
CIA Mk Ultra Mind Control was alive and well in the US and connected to recent
Mass Shootings of innocent children, the rhetoric of which was designed to take away
Free Speech and First Amendment rights to own guns.
Carbon Footprints incoming where what you eat, wear, where you travel, consume
were tracked by the government.
Food, Fuel Prices were at all time high globally.
All major countries across the globe were switching over to a gold/asset-backed
Quantum Financial System – which takes away the Deep State Globalists major form of
income.
World Economic Forum was losing the battle for Gun Control, while Moderna CEO at
the conference admitted that there was zero demand for Covid injections.
Fauci covered up HIV use as a Bio-weapon, the real treatments for HIV and the Cancer
virus that infected vaccines, plus he created the Gain of Function in Covid-19 and
proceeding strains, plus created the Vaccines – all the while making massive amounts of
money off the Plandemics. Now he‘s pushing the Monkey Pox (outbreak in countries that
don‘t have monkeys) and Monkey Pox Vaccine.
Three of the destroyed Food Warehouses and companies that recently burned down
in the US were White Hat Operations. The food contained several poisoning agents/












graphene Oxide batches of Nano Tech connected to Bio-technology (used for CIA mind
control).
Chinese Communist Party was planning an invasion of Taiwan.
Over 500 Military Service Members Have Sued the Government for Mandating a
Vaccine that Was Not FDA Approved.
Pfizer Data Dump on Covid Vax Side Affects: Monkey Pox is rebranded COVID
injection-activated shingles, based on a PCR that is not designed to diagnose disease.
This is taken right from the eight pages of potential side effects from the first Pfizer
FOIA data dump!
NESARA, GESARA (QFS) Quantum Financial System - End Of Global Poverty &
Liberation Of Humanity. https://rumble.com/v15tkfp-nesara-gesara-qfs-quantumfinancial-system-end-of-global-poverty-and-libera.html
QFS, GESARA/NESARA: https://t.me/GESARAandNESARA/2215 Nobody. No state
nor nation is in debt. The pedophile corrupt Global Bastards just run a double account
system. We have been played and manipulated by all our politicians and their muppet
masters all over the world and time!!!!
Top Secret Exposed. CIA declassified 01 The Gateway: Experience Brain Hemisphere
Synchronization. https://t.me/JFKAwakenlngQ17
NESARA GESARA: https://goldenageofgaia.com/2020/04/15/what-is-nesara-3/

F. Upcoming World War Nuclear Scare Event, Q The Storm Rider:










The U.S. faces off against China and Russia in what seems like a World War Event –
an Event that would trigger a Nuclear Standoff.
It's confirmed that Israel has over 40 Nuclear Warheads. Iran has several from Black
Markets and a majority of major nations have thousands.
We were headed into the brink of Nuclear Annihilation, but in the end everything will
be fine. There was a reason that Trump, Putin, Xi, Modi and Bin Salman were working
together. They have insured that nothing major would happen in the Nuclear front.
There was reason for the Scare Event.
We were already inside a war with Mass Media misinformation, food and gas
shortages, attacks on Free Speech and First Amendment rights. Many were fighting to
expose vaccines, the false pandemic and Globalists WHO unleashed Bio-weapons and
created pathogens.
There were many wars being fought across the globe right now – from the Middle
East, to Russia, to China, to African Military Coups.
All Events would transpire into riots as markets collapse, Antifa gets ready to burn
cities for the summer, electric grids go down, banks close and food shelves become
empty.













Be strong Patriots/Anons/ Freedom Fighters. You have been warned of these Events
far before they happened. You still have time to prepare food, goods and self safety to put
in place.
We have come to the point where Deep State Cabal across the world were trying
desperately to play their last cards: Create War, a new pandemic and world laws against
Freedom.
The Civil Unrest will continue to grow as the sheep continue to sleep and become a
militia for the Deep State Operations lost inside Mockingbird Operation dreams.
In the end the Military is the only way.
When everything is done.... humans will learn to grow fresh clean food again.
Right now Trump and White Hats in the Senate, Congress and U.S. corporations were
putting plans together to bring out tens of thousands of tons of fertilizer under the U.S
grounds. The poisoning of foods by major U.S. Deep State companies like Monsanto will
be exposed.
The poisoning in the food industry will be exposed and connected to the Cabal Deep
State Shadow Government.
Three of the destroyed Food Warehouses and companies that burned down were
White Hat Operations. The food contained several poisoning agents/ graphene Oxide
batches of Nano Tech connected to Bio-technology.

G. International Child Sex Trafficking Ring:


European Royals Killing Naked Children for Fun at Human Hunting Parties:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tMpstjmX99g

H. Wars and Rumors of Wars:


Chinese Communist Party's top brass have reportedly discussed military plans for a
Taiwan invasion according to a leaked audio clip. ibtimes.com/140000-soldier

I. CIA MK-Ultra Mind Control:






MK-ULTRA, the horror of the Banana Splits and Danger Island – fighting Monarch:
https://fightingmonarch.com/2019/05/16/mk-ultra-the-horror-of-the-banana-splitsdanger-island/
MK ULTRA: Common Triggers – Illuminati Cabal Exposed:
https://illuminaticabalexposed.wordpress.com/2020/09/15/mk-ultra-triggers/
MK-Ultra History: https://www.history.com/topics/us-government/history-of-mk-ultra
Reporter Uncovers Manson Family Connections to CIA‘s MK Ultra Mind Control and
Hollywood Child Trafficking | SGT Report: https://www.sgtreport.com/2019/11/reporteruncovers-manson-family-connections-to-cias-mk-ultra-mind-control-and-hollywoodchild-trafficking/







The Narrow Gate - Butterflies and Rabbit Holes:
https://thenarrowgateweb.com/2017/03/01/35-butterflies-and-rabbit-holes/
Meet The Zodiac Killer: Michael Aquino of The NSA – Randy "Rocket" Cody
http://randyrocketcody.com/meet-the-zodiac-killer-michael-aquino-of-the-nsa/
MK Ultra and Mass Murderers – Government Propaganda:
https://www.governmentpropaganda.net/mk-ultra-and-mass-murderers/
MK Ultra and the CIA Cover up: https://cannabis.net/blog/opinion/mk-ultra-and-thecia-cover-up
MK ULTRA - Mind Control, CIA, LSD and One Big Cover-up:
https://everydaykhaos.substack.com/p/mk-ultra-mind-control-cia-lsd-and

J. CIA MK Ultra Mind Control Mass Shootings – the Agenda to go after the First
Amendment:












It's no joke that MK Ultra exists. The CIA admitted this several times (controlling
humans to the extent of making them super soldier Killers). There are several
whistleblowers on Mk Ultra projects including the CIA admitting they still do mind
control projects.
It's not only the CIA but other Three Letter Agencies that do the bidding of Mk Ultra.
The CIA uses date rape drugs like GHB, ketamine, rohypnol, and scopolamine–just to
name a few–which stop memories from even forming.
The subject in the mind control projects are then put through excruciating methods
that deprive sleep (induced with methamphetamines to stay awake for days in one
position - usually tired down and mind tortured with repetitive images, sound and
physical torture techniques). After days and even weeks of setting in MK Ultra Mind
Control on a subject, the subject comes into states of euphoria, fear, anger and physical
outbursts ( excruciating PTSD that exist in the subconscious level of the patient). These
outbursts can be triggered by placed imagines in society or sounds or pictures (hypnosis).
The CIA used thousands of MK Ultra patients to commit assassinations and killings to
start Colour Revolutions around the world. Or used to bring in new laws, or pass laws
that pertained to violence that was instilled by a violent citizen (most often MK Ultra
patients).
These current mass shootings in the U.S. were deeply connected to Democrats who
want to take away guns and bring in a world regimen connected to full control of
humans. No First Amendment rights and a you see even Freedom of Speech was being
attacked across the globe.
In 2017 Australia they relinquish their guns and right to defend themselves in a huge
planned staged event that was created by Deep State Globalists. Just three years later the
same Globalists/WHO/DAVOS/Rockefellers/Dupont/ ect. released the Bio-weapon virus
and installed prison camps and arrested their own citizens who did not comply with the





mainstream narration. Hundreds of thousands of Australians bank accounts were frozen,
people arrested and thousands went to camps (prison).
This was all planned and this was what they were planning for the US.
Be prepared for more staged Mass Shootings in the U.S. as the Deep State Democrats
and Rinos controlled by Globalist Elites try to bring in laws to take away guns in the U.S.
It's all planned and connected to world health organization trying to take over and
install a World Treaty. They don't want an awakened, armed Public to defy their plans.

K. Global Food, Fuel and Goods Crisis:












Major Supermarkets to ban paying with Cash or Card and only accept payments via
Digital ID & Facial Recognition Technology: https://exposenews.com/2022/05/24/supermarkets-to-ban-paying-with-cash-or-card/?cmid=ca981a69d429-4e3b-a79c-5a30329e3176
Food passports coming to Iran. To eat you'll be forced to take and do whatever the
government imposes on you.
Hungry Iraqis protest food inflation as officials blame Russia
The Middle East is in an uproar over inflation and food shortages, which are being
blamed on Russia.
Al Jazeera reported that impoverished Iraqis have erupted in protests in recent days
over unaffordable food amid the ongoing conflict in Ukraine.
For the past week, the price of cooking oils and flour have skyrocketed in local
markets. The Iraqi people are angrier than ever about it, and the Iraqi government is
deflecting every which way it can to try to quell it.
Protesters reportedly gathered in a central square in the southern city of Nasiriya, ―a
flashpoint of anti-corruption protests that gripped the country in 2019,‖ according to
reports.
The Middle East is particularly dependent upon food and commodity imports from
Ukraine and Russia. The conflict is exacerbating problems with the supply chain and
corrupt monetary policy that were already driving up prices and causing shortages before
the Russian invasion.

L. Global Financial Crisis:


Dire Evergrande warning amid fears of 'brutal' collapse. Asia Markets Getting ready
for major collapse. https://www.asiamarkets.com/dire-evergrande-warning-amid-fears-ofbrutal-collapse/

M. Covid/Monkey Pox/Vax Hoax:


An official Government reports suggested that Authorities were using Monkey Pox
to cover up the fact that the Covid-19 Vaccines caused Acquired Immunodeficiency

















Syndrome: https://expose-news.com/2022/05/25/monkeypox-used-cover-up-covidvaccines-cause-a-id-s/?cmid=600afe60-d629-4d05-ba78-dfea5fd0e0f4
Pfizer Data Dump on Covid Vax Side Affects: ―Monkey Pox is rebranded COVID
injection-activated shingles, based on a PCR that is not designed to diagnose disease.‖
This is taken right from the eight pages of potential side effects from the first Pfizer
FOIA data dump!
No.2 ICU Doctor in the World breaks down over Adverse Reactions from the Covid
jabs being ignored & calls it a Humanitarian Crisis.
Monkey Pox only detected in NATO states.... what a surprise.
Monkey Pox detected in all countries where there are no monkeys.
Fauci covered up HIV being a Bio-weapon in the 80s; covered up the real treatments for
the HIV; covered up for the fake HIV treatments that killed people; covered up Cancer
virus that infect vaccines in stock piles across the World; created the Gain of Function in
Covid-19 and proceeding strains; created the Vaccines.
This isn't the first time Fauci was involved in Pandemics directly connected to World
Elites who all helped fund him.
Exposing Fauci was exposing the people behind the scenes: NIH, CDC, WHO, Gates,
GPMB, CIA, Clintons, Obama, World Leaders who covered for Big Pharma and were
directly involved in investments. The staggering effect of who is behind the Pandemic,
banking system and world leaders were all tied back to Blackmail, Epstein, Mossad and
the Five Eyes Agencies.
The NHS Just Edited Their Monkey Pox Page To Make It Scarier:
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/nhs-just-edited-their-monkeypox-page-make-itscarier
Over 500 Military Service Members Sue the Government for Mandating a Vaccine
that Was Not FDA Approved: https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/05/exclusive500-military-service-members-sue-government-mandating-vaccine-not-fda-approvednot-administered/
Top Airline Pilot Suffers Cardiac Arrest Between Flights Post Mandatory COVID
Vaccination: https://resistthemainstream.org/top-airline-pilot-suffers-cardiac-arrestbetween-flights-post-mandatory-covid-vaccination/?utm_source=telegram

N. White Hat Intel for Thurs. 26 May 2022:




Don't be surprised if NSA (half bad Deep State) pulls the plug on Rumble, Bitchute,
Telegram, plus purges the whole net of ANONS & Patriots in many networks before the
end of July. They will try to stop Trump momentum and Q World Wide movement.
HAARP Tectonic Weapons Cyber Attack of the Century – The Perfect Storm

O. The Real News for Thurs. 26 May 2022:














Was there a Moon Landing? Think: How could a small Space Shuttle leave the Earth,
which is spinning 1000 miles on it's axis and flying the through the universe at 4× times
the speed of a bullet – how does a NASA shuttle leave Earth to travel a half million miles
round trip on one tank of gas, make it through 25,000 miles of the very dangerous
Radiation Belt, have perfect radio communication in 1969 when NASA only had less
than 1/millionth of computing power of today's Smart phone, and why was all evidence
of Apollo 11 destroyed? All that remained were edited videos of a moon landing that
showed three different shadows from different lighting sources in some clips, with no
stars in the back ground (stars were added later). Perhaps most of the money that was set
aside for the Space Program was used elsewhere?
High Level Satan Worshipper Freemason Charles Darwin created the Theory of
Evolution.
Report Shows FBI Spied On 3.3 Million Americans Without A Warrant, GOP
Demands Answers: https://www.zerohedge.com/political/report-shows-fbi-spied-33million-americans-without-warrant-gop-demands-answers
Doctor Who Survived the Cambodian Genocide Issues a Warning to Americans
About Communism: https://resistthemainstream.org/doctor-who-survived-thecambodian-genocide-issues-a-warning-to-americans-aboutcommunism/?utm_source=telegram
Obamacare 'Time Bomb' (expiration of Obamacare) To Hit Right Before
Midterms: https://www.zerohedge.com/political/obamacare-time-bomb-hit-rightmidterms
Queen Elizabeth II: What is Operation London Bridge?, MSM:
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/queen-elizabeth-ii-what-is-operation-londonbridge/ar-AAXKzFv
Documents publicly available in the National Archives prove that in the late 50‘s and
early 60‘s an epidemiologist Dr Scragg, whilst in the employ of the World Health
Organization, was studying Kuru for the purposes of de-population.

P. Must Watch Videos:






Thurs. 26 May Situation Update: Durham Exposes Clinton Cabal - World Wide
Exposure of Twitter - YouTube Facebook Instagram Next! - Future Events - Latest In
The Midst of The Storm News | Beyond Science | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)
Thurs. 26 May X22 Report: X22Report: The Deep State Lost Narrative & Power!
Patriots Ready To Move The Next Chess Piece! - Must Video | Opinion - Conservative |
Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)
Thurs. 26 May Juan O Savin: New Juan O Savin & Sean Stone: End Times, Elon
Musk, Soros, War, Voter Fraud, Mid Terms | Prophecy | Before It's News
(beforeitsnews.com)











Thurs. 26 May Deep State Power Waning: Deep State Power & Control Is Waning!
Time For The Courts To Shine! The Attack Begins! - On The Fringe Must Video |
Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)
Thurs. 26 May Satanic Ritual at Davos: They Took The Bait!! The Satanic Ritual At
Davos!! White Hats Make Their Move!! The 1 World Government Shutdown Coming!! |
New World Order | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)
Prophecy, I Pet Goat: https://beforeitsnews.com/prophecy/2022/05/new-i-pet-goat-2may-25th-it-begins-everything-is-coming-2530874.html (53.06 min.) Animation
represents Obama's head. He gets a head wound. Secret numbers in the scene are 1-1-1-8
saying Obama's death would be Tues. 31 May 2022.
Wed. 25 May 2022 X22 Report: Ep. 2783a – It’s Happening, Countries Are Now
Making An Economic Move Ep. 2783b – The Lanterns Have Been Lit, Signal Sent,
Shot Heard Around The World: X22 Report — Episode 2783: Countries are Now
Making an Economic Move, The Lanterns have been Lit | Operation Disclosure Official
https://rumble.com/v163zuc-ep.-2783a-its-happening-countries-are-now-making-aneconomic-move.html The people are experiencing something they never experienced
before, fuel prices have an all time high, breaking all other records, the people are feeling
economic pain. The people are reaching the precipice. Countries have now decided to
look at alternative currencies. https://rumble.com/v163yqw-ep.-2783b-the-lanterns-havebeen-lit-signal-sent-shot-heard-around-the-worl.html Durham has the [DS] exactly where
he wants them, it will be the shot heard around the world. The [DS] is fighting back and
the are pushing their agenda, for their agenda to work they need gun control, which
means the banning of weapons, this will fail. Scavino sends a message, the lanterns have
been lit, the signal sent. The storm is approaching and almost on top of us. The [DS] will
do everything they can to fight back the patriots are prepared and ready.
Wed. 25 May 2022 And We Know: These World Economic Forum Monsters reveal
their plans: Election season guns, race and babies! PRAY!: RedPill78 — Durham
Rests, Sussman Defense Weak, GA Primary Results, Goodbye at Jack! | Operation
Disclosure Official And We Know — 5.25.22: These WEF Monsters Reveal their Plans,
Election Season, Guns, Race, and Babies | Operation Disclosure Official
https://rumble.com/v164o8f-5.25.22-these-wef-monsters-reveal-their-plans-electionseason-guns-race-and.html Pastor Dean Kellio speaks truth after sermon:
https://www.facebook.com/watch/live/?ref=watch_permalink&v=403882381748151
Things Heard at WEF: ―We Need a Re-calibration of Human Rights Like Freedom of
Speech‖ https://t.me/VigilantFox/4580 ―Nobody Wants to Take Them‖ – Moderna CEO
Is Sad to Say That There‘s Zero Demand for COVID Injections
https://t.me/VigilantFox/4579 Growing obsession with ‗tracking
people‘ https://t.me/VigilantFox/4574 Massive Climate Hypocrites: Davos Attendees Tell
You to Ditch Petrol Cars While Flying in on Private Jets https://t.me/VigilantFox/4570



Wed. 25 May 2022 Red Pill News: Durham Rests, Sussman Defense Weak, GA
Primary Results, Goodbye @Jack! https://rumble.com/v163z0f-durham-rests-sussmandefense-weak-ga-primary-results-goodbye-jack.html Sussman trial day 8, Durham rests
his case, the prognosis is grim for the Perkins Coie lawyer, GA primary results, Texas
shooter another controlled op? Astonishing news about Jack Dorsey.

Q. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two
multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr.
Colin Ross – Robert David Steele
Jenny Hill’s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice YouTube http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4
WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped,
tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed
herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic
Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan appeared to be organized from the US Inc‘s
CIA, Queen Elizabeth‘s, Illuminati Banking families‘ and Vatican‘s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice
Cult on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded
by this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the
process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored
Republics of the world. It‘s no wonder that President Trump has stated, ―These people are sick.‖
R. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:
Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the
request of brave SRA Survivor-victims, who were witnesses and victims of pedophile, torture
and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists
implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff‘s offices and all the way up to the Attorney
General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally
organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.
There‘s certainly no help from US or other nation‘s government agencies, including the FBI or
CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual
abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.
To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or
international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why
local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily get away with the torture and murder of
thousands of children on a regular basis.

S. The following have been set up to report Crimes Against Children and incidents of
human trafficking, although I cannot verify as to the influence of Satanists within the
organizations:
https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signsof-human-trafficking
FBI Memphis (available 24 hours a day) (901) 747-4300
Submit an anonymous tip tips.fbi.gov.
National Human Trafficking Resources Center Hotline 1-(888)-373-7888.
U.S. Immigration/ Customs Enforcement (ICE): https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form
Federal Human Trafficking Website: https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/
Called to Rescue 855-646-5484 http://www.calledtorescue.org/
Tim Ballard at Operation Underground Railroad: https://ourrescue.org/
Saving Innocence: https://savinginnocence.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end
US: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline 1-800-422-4453
USNCMEC Urgent victim help 24-Hour Hotline: 1-800-843-5678
Contact Interpol: https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL
https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help
Europol Tipline Tel.: +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime
EU Hotlines: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/nationalhotlines_en
Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers:
https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers
Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/
UK: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline BBC Action Line
T. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about
the Children

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and
traumatized children who in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite
Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.
The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to
pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking
Ring run by these global elites.
Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from
Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right
next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives
to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32
mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs
U. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and
articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing
truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was
rampant in our international society.
The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do
their own research and decide whether or not it was valid.
I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several
Dinar Websites. It is my understanding that by linking into the Safe Link Website it will generate
a Non Disclosure Agreement to sign in order to obtain redemption/ exchange appointments.
After signing that Non Disclosure I will be unable to email, post or talk to anyone about the
exchange process for at least 90 days, so I will be going silent and taking that time to get my
humanitarian project organized and going.
This is not a goodbye. I expect to be working with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you
how much I have enjoyed getting to know you. You will remain in my heart forever.
A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown;
to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady
who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the
underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel
on pedophilia to help us Save the Children.
Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts
and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all.
Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the
power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy
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